
INTRODUCTION:

In this Institution the Department was established in the year 2017 with Under graduate Courses
such as B.A, B.Com, B.Sc Courses. In all the courses students have the choice to select either
Telugu or Hindi as second language. Hindi is our  National language as well as Official
language. In Adilabad Dist tribal population is more , who will communicate in many dialects
such as Gondi, kolami, Lambadi and also other languages such as  Marathi, Hindi. So language
is not at all barrier to them.

 

Vision & Mission:

Hindi is the national language of India, serving as a unifying force in this diverse nation. It
is an official language and a common means of communication among people with different
linguistic backgrounds.
Culturally, Hindi has a rich heritage, being the language of classical literature, philosophy,
and significant religious texts such as the Vedas and Upanishads. It plays a crucial role in
preserving and transmitting India's cultural and linguistic heritage, connecting people to
their roots and fostering a sense of identity.
As an official language, Hindi is used in government communications, parliamentary
proceedings, and official documents. This contributes to the efficient functioning of the
administrative and governance systems.
Hindi's significance extends internationally, as it is one of the most spoken languages
globally. Its growing importance contributes to India's influence in international relations,
trade, and cultural exchanges.
In the realm of media and entertainment, Hindi dominates the Indian industry, particularly
in Bollywood. This not only shapes the cultural landscape of India but also influences
global trends, making Hindi an influential language in the world of film, music, and
literature.
Educationally, Hindi is an integral part of the Indian education system, contributing to the
intellectual and academic development of the population.
Beyond its utilitarian aspects, Hindi is a language of artistic expression. It provides a
platform for creative endeavours, including literature, poetry, theatre, and other forms of
artistic expression.
In summary, the importance of the Hindi language is multifaceted, encompassing cultural,
historical, administrative, economic, and artistic dimensions, making it an integral part of
the fabric of Indian society and contributing to its global presence.

 

Objectives of the Department:

 

Inculcating good communication Skills among the Students
Allowing students to read more literature to know the significance of various Cultures and
rituals.
Allowing students to various employment opportunities, particularly in sectors like
government, administration, media, and business.
Allowing  Students to pursue Higher Education.



Allowing individuals through recitation of poems to convey thoughts, emotions, and ideas.

 


